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Под девизом «От Года мира – к веку мира» было проведено почти 

18 тыс. антивоенных акций с участием около 7 млн. человек [3, c. 34]. 

В целом Международный год мира способствовал усилению совмест-

ных действия миролюбивых государств, народов, политических партий 

и течений, всех людей доброй воли в борьбе за сохранение мира, избав-

ление человечества от угрозы войны и этим самым достиг поставленных 

ООН целей. Белорусская ССР как одно из государств-учредителей ООН 

поддержала основные цели и программу Международного года мира, 

созданную для укрепления позиций стран по поводу международного 

мира, разоружения и безопасности. Этот год действительно подтвердил 

стремление содействовать дальнейшему повышению действенности 

этой международной организации как важного инструмента мира. 

Напоминанием о возможности тяжких последствий использования 

атома, даже в том случае, если он используется в мирных целях, стала 

техногенная катастрофа на Чернобыльской АЭС, произошедшая 26 ап-

реля 1986 г. и впоследствии объявленная крупнейшей техногенной ката-

строфой в истории человечества. Около 23 % территории БССР были за-

грязнены радиоактивными веществами. После этого Беларусь была вы-

нуждена выделять от 20 до 10 % своего годового национального бюдже-

та на ликвидацию результатов катастрофы. 

В целом же в 80-х годах ХХ века действия общественности Белорус-

ской ССР по защите мира и коллективной безопасности народов отлича-

лись активностью. В первую очередь эта активность наблюдалась в са-

мой республике в форме собраний, манифестаций и маршей мира, идео-

логических и просветительных мероприятий и т.д., а на международном 

уровне – в рамках ООН.  
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ILLIGAL MIGRATION FROM MEXICO TO THE USA:  

THE 21ST CENTURY CHALLENGE  

К. М. Щурко 

Close cooperation between the US and Mexico began at the end of XX 

century in the framework of NAFTA. Consequently, it has greatly affected il-

legal migration flows from Mexico to the United States. Opinions on this is-

sue were different. Even in 1993 Mexican President Carlos Salinas said that 
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after the entry of Mexico into NAFTA jobs would be created directly where 

people live, so migration both within the country and abroad would be largely 

reduced. But there was the other point of view: a lot of American researchers 

thought that at the initial stage of the Treaty flow of Mexican migrants in the 

United States, on the contrary, would increase dramatically, and only after 

many years would begin to decline. Years have passed since then. Today the 

migration from Mexico to the United States ranks first in the world: it is esti-

mated to be nearly 1 million every year [2]. That’s why it’s the key problem-

atic issue in the relations between the US and Mexico.  

According to the US legislation, Illegal immigration is the act by foreign na-

tionals violating United States immigration laws by either entering the country 

without government permission (i.e., a visa) or once lawfully entering, remain-

ing within the country beyond the termination date of a temporary visa.  

The illegal immigrant population of the United States is estimated to be be-

tween 7 and 20 million, where the majority is from Mexico [3; 5]. Every day the 

number is growing rapidly, and the government is to come up with new solu-

tions. 

Migration from Mexico to the US dates back to the late XIX century. The 

majority of illegal immigrants were poor people from rural areas, who were 

looking for new opportunities and a better life. What might Mexican immi-

grants find in the USA now? They come for better opportunities for employ-

ment, a much greater degree of freedom, avoidance of political oppression, 

the opportunity to rejoin with loved ones, for the prospect of providing better 

lives for themselves and their family, and for the educational and medical ser-

vices benefits.  

There are two main push factors for illegal migration from Mexico to the US: 

1. Close cooperation between the two countries with very different levels 

of economic development: for instance, the average wage in the USA is 

5 times higher than in Mexico. 

2. The common border is not properly guarded, because it is vast. As a re-

sult, there exists a huge lack of US border officers and complete border con-

trol is nearly impossible. 

Nowadays the majority of Mexican illegal immigrants live in five states – 

California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Colorado. If immigration keeps 

such an intensive pace – «Latinos» are supposed to become the largest ethnic 

minority US and Spanish is expected to be the second spoken language in the 

USA by 2050 [4]. 

Moreover, a lot of US citizens consider immigrants to be a threat to ethnic, 

racial, religious, and linguistic structure and integrity of the American society. 

For instance, in March – April 2006 in many US cities mass demonstrations 

calling for the legalization were held (for example, in Los Angeles, took to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visa_(document)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illegal_immigrant_population_of_the_United_States
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the streets about 500 thousand people). In May 2006 started a massive nation-

al campaign «Day without immigrants» to protest against immigration [7]. At 

the same time, some part of American society consider immigration to the 

USA to be a positive tendency. These opposite points of view show the con-

troversial nature of the migration: on one hand, it helps the United States to 

maintain the position of one of the most populated countries in the world and 

is provide a boost for economic activity. On the other hand, the economic im-

pact of immigration to the country accounts for only 0.1 % of the gross na-

tional product in comparison to the scale of problems the immigration poses 

for financial, educational, health and social services system of American 

states as well as their labor market. 

That’s why today the USA is in need of radical immigration policy reform. 

President Barack Obama, being a Democrat, is a supporter of immigration re-

form and amnesty for undocumented persons. After the re-election of Barack 

Obama for a second term, immigration reform has become one of top priori-

ties of his administration. Obama started immigration it, including both liberal 

and rather rigid restrictive elements of this policy. For example, each year the 

United States deported 400 thousands of immigrants from Mexico [4]. 

Nowadays the main goal of immigration reform is the elimination of the 

shadow economy based on cheap labor and lower wages. In 2014 the Presi-

dent focused on personalities without documents that threaten national securi-

ty by pursuing the following motto Criminals, not the family. The criminals, 

not children. Nevertheless, none of all these proposed measures were support-

ed by the Congress. That’s why in November 2014 Barack issued a decree 

that «legalized» almost 5 million undocumented immigrants [1].  

According to the latest immigration questionnaire, 54 % of Americans are 

dissatisfied with the US President’s policies in this area. And only 38 % as-

sess Obama's policy on immigration as positive [3]. At the same time, a lot of 

people really believe that the proposed immigration reform was just a political 

trick to bring Hispanic voters to his side during elections. 

The only possible solution to this problem is to reach the consensus be-

tween representatives of different camps upon the national immigration policy 

and a current implementation of immigration reform. The reform of immigra-

tion policy in the United States is the reason for a permanent confrontation 

between the Congress with their conservative views and tough immigration 

policy and the liberal President. Even in the Congress itself there exists an 

opposition between Republicans who consider illegals a destabilizing factor 

of modern society and Democrats, who stand for more liberal policy and the 

introduction of certain rights for immigrants from Mexico.  

This reform is believed not to be implemented at least in a few years be-

cause serious contradictions between Democrats’ tough position and Republi-
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cans’ liberalism toward immigration haven’t been resolved yet. Although the 

unified approach has been found, no consensus has been reached. Unfortu-

nately, the US President is unable to solve this problem himself, because ac-

cording to the Constitution of the country, the legislative initiative belongs to 

the Congress, and President can’t pass his own bill he can only approve or ve-

to it. Undoubtedly, it is vitally important for the US to have a flexible immi-

gration policy with proper legislative and judicial supervision as an inevitable 

side effect of globalization and integration.  
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CULTURAL VARIATIONS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

IN GREAT BRITAIN  

К. И. Ярмошук 

«English is a simple but very difficult language.  
It consists of foreign words, which are always mispronounced». 

(Kurt Tucholsky) 

It’s a common knowledge that the term «British English» doesn’t indicate 
a single phenomenon but it is usually used to describe the features common to 
English English (EE), Welsh English (WE), and Scottish English (SE). A sin-
gle «British accent» does not exist, but someone could have an English, 
Welsh, or Scottish accent. Concerning this facts it is vital to find out if the dif-
ferences in language in Great Britain are really too distant.  

The English nation was formed as a result of the amalgamation of the na-
tive population of the British Isles – the pre-Celts and the Celts – with the in-
vaders: the Germanic tribes, the Danes and the Normans, who influenced not 
only politics, economy and culture but the language too. It resulted in the de-
velopment of the Welsh language, Scottish Gaelic and Scots as well as the 
English language itself. Speakers of English tend to carry over the intonation 
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